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Identification 

Short Call/Save/Return 
Ro M. Graham 

Purpose 

The standard call/save/return is of such length that it 
is impractical for language translators to compile calls 
to short supporting procedures. In order to provide language 
translators with greater flexibility in their choice of 
tactics, extremely short call/save/return sequences have 
been defined., The following section defines the sequences. 
These sequences must be used with great caution. The 
final section is a short discussion of the cautions to 
be observed when using the short sequences. 

The Short £eguences 

The short £ell is 

[eapap arg 1 ist] 

tsbbp cal lee 

optional loading of arg ptr 

'.transfer to cal lee, return is in 
bb<-bp base pair 

Note that no registers or bases are saved and the contents 
of base pair bb<-bp (and ab<-ap if used) are lost. 

The short~ is empty, i.e., the address callee in the 
tsb instruction is the actual entry point inl the procedure 
segment and not in the linkage section as in the standard 
call. The stack frame is !l.Q1 bumped and the value of 
lb<-lp is unchanged. 

The short return is, 

tra bplO 

This returns to the instruction following the tsb instruction 
in the call. Note that base pair bb<-bp (and al:)<-ap if 
arguments were passed) is not restored. 

Cautions Regarding ,UJg, ~ 2f. Sho~t Seguence 

The motivation for the short sequences is the desire to 
make it practical for compilers to call short support 
procedures. The following comments are made with that 
objective in mind., 
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The four ways in which the short call/save/return differs 
from the long are: 

10 The stack is not bumped, i.e°' the called procedure is 
not provided with a new stack frame. 

2. The called procedure does not have access to its own 
linkage section, i.e., lp remains pointing to the cal le r's 
1 i nkage section. 

3. The return location is not left in the stack. 

4. Registers and bases are not saved and restored. 

These differences have several pertinent implications. 

1. The two sequences are incompatible (the return information 
is in different places). Thus, a short (long) cal 1 may 
not be used to call a procedure which uses a long (short) 
return, respectively. 

2. The called procedure cannot call another procedure or have 
any internal static storage. Both of these rer1uire that 
the' procedure be able to refer to its own linkage section. 

---
3 o The called procedure may not refer to automatic storage 

(stack) in the usual way since the sp base is pointing 
to the callers stack frame. 

4. The caller is responsible for saving and restoring any 
registers or bases whose contents. he wishes preserved. 

5. A standard ar~ument list need not be used. However, whenever 
an argument 11st is used (even a nonstandard one) its location 
should be transmitted via the ab<-bp base pair. 

6. The registers may be used to transmit both input and output 
arguments. 

7. The stack may be used by the called procedure, but only 
in a parasitic fashion. The contents of spl18 point to 
the beginning of the unused portion of the stack. Before 
using any of this space the callee must update the contents 
of spl18 so that it points beyond the area to be usedo This 
is necessary since the system assumes that the stack is 
unused beginning with the word pointed to by the contents 

· of spl18 and may use the space when processing a fault or 
interrupt. Before return to the caller spl18 must be 
restored to its original value. The called procedure 
must not change the contents_of the sb<-sp base pair, 
i.e., the stack discipline specified in BD.7.02 must be 
observed. 
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System procedures, especially the debugging aids, are 
'\i,wi.tten 1.m,.:er the asswnption thc:it c1ll procedures use the 
·::ono ca·! ~/:,:;ve/r':;turn. In particular., t~c svstc:rn dSSUl!K·s 
c·• .... ,;.:.l'. ·' c:····' .. ,'.i' •-· ic- ·t,- • ·d If -'.r,vth;r)r h:'""'· ·· ~· 0 1" .,!..c."1', C ,.• 1 .. , .. [.,lr,,.: ~~' ()).;,8tV€-~ 0 . Cl•t .,.;_;] ,,.1,,1~1<,;ns W.ll ,:: 
control ;'.., in a pn)ceclurc r·eached by a shor-t Cd11 the 
':;ystc:m \pJJ l ::ot f_,e 21b1c to provide much assistaricc ir1 
di r·,c,sin 1J t trouble. For this r-\:ascrn,. use of the short 
ca·1 s ::-:.1 •. 1 st('( only for short suppor-c rout..ncs c1ll;'d 
t.."ly cc:r11~) i 1 (>·.·_. t.)r'"(;c.:e ju f"':_:::s. 




